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Optimal Power Control for Underlay Cognitive Radio
Systems With Arbitrary Input Distributions

Gozde Ozcan and M. Cenk Gursoy

Abstract—This paper studies optimal power control policies
that maximize the achievable rates of underlay cognitive radio sys-
tems with arbitrary input distributions under both peak/average
transmit power and peak/average interference power constraints
for general fading distributions. In particular, optimal power
adaptation schemes are formulated and low-complexity optimal
power control algorithms are proposed. Additionally, simpler ap-
proximations of optimal power control policies in the low-power
regime are determined. By considering gamma distributed chan-
nel power gains of the interference link between the secondary
transmitter and the primary receiver and of the transmission link
between the secondary transmitter and the secondary receiver,
closed-form expressions for the maximum achievable rate attained
with optimal power control in the low-power regime are provided.
Through numerical results, the impact of the fading severity of
both interference and transmission links and transmit power and
interference power constraints on the maximum achievable rate
of the cognitive user for different practical constellations and
Gaussian signals are investigated.

Index Terms—Cognitive radio, fading channels, interference
power constraint, low-power regime, mutual information, MMSE,
optimal power control, spectrum sharing, transmit power con-
straint, underlay cognitive radio.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE SPAN of a decade, there have been rapid develop-
ments in the wireless technology, resulting in the prolifer-

ation of wireless devices, including smart phones, tablets, and
handheld computers. It has been predicted that the number of
wireless devices will reach around 100 billion by 2025 [1]. This
explosive growth in wireless devices and new wireless applica-
tions prompts unprecedented demand on the radio spectrum.
However, the radio spectrum is a finite natural resource and the
prime portion of the RF spectrum (e.g., between 30 MHz to
3 GHz) has already been allocated to specific applications or
services.

On the other hand, the Spectrum-Policy Task Force of the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) [2] reported that
the spectrum scarcity problem is mainly due to the underuti-
lization and inefficient usage in many portions of the spectrum
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rather than the limited range of usable frequencies. In light of
this fact, cognitive radio has been proposed as an innovative
technology to overcome the spectrum underutilization problem
by allowing the unlicensed users (i.e., cognitive or secondary
users) to access the licensed spectrum without causing harmful
interference to the licensed users (i.e., primary users). Hence,
this technology provides bright prospects for implementing
flexible spectrum allocation strategies and opening up band-
width for new wireless services. Since its first introduction by
Mitola in 1999 [3], there has been intensive research on the
performance of cognitive radios. As a result, the cognitive radio
technology has become more mature for commercial use over
the years. In this regard, standardization activities, such as by
IEEE 802.22 [4] for unlicensed access in VHF/UHF TV broad-
cast bands between 54 MHz and 790 MHz, IEEE 802.11af
(also referred to as White-Fi) [5] for WiFi technology over
unused TV bands and IEEE SCC41 [6], and regulations such
as by the FCC [7] in the US and other regulatory bodies in
different countries, facilitate widespread operational adoption
of this promising technology. Beyond TV white spaces, cogni-
tive radio systems find applications to improve the spectrum
utilization in cellular systems, wireless LANs, machine-to-
machine communications, vehicle-to-vehicle networks, wire-
less e-health services, and public safety services [8], [9].

A. Literature Overview

One of the proposed communication models for cognitive
radio is underlay transmission scheme [10]. Specifically, the
underlay scheme enables transmission of cognitive users only if
the interference at the primary receivers is kept below a certain
threshold. To enhance the performance of underlay cognitive
radio systems while providing sufficient protection for the
licensed primary users, power adaptation strategies for different
types of secondary users’ data traffic have been extensively
studied.

For delay-insensitive secondary user’s data traffic such as
email and file transfer, proper performance measure is the
ergodic capacity, which characterizes the maximum achievable
long-term data rate averaged over the channel fading states.
In this regard, the authors in [11] considered power allocation
policies for truncated channel inversion with fixed rate (TIFR)
and truncated optimum rate allocation (ORA) transmission
schemes to maximize the ergodic capacity of the secondary user
subject to average or peak transmit power constraints together
with interference power constraints in such a way that the
minimum rate requirement for the primary receiver is satisfied
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with a certain probability. In the TIFR scheme, the secondary
transmitter adapts its power to keep the transmission rate con-
stant at the secondary receiver by inverting the channel power
gain while in truncated ORA scheme, the secondary transmitter
uses the same transmit power for fading states above a certain
cutoff fade depth. The authors in [12] obtained optimal power
allocation strategies that maximize the ergodic capacity of the
secondary user under either peak or average transmit power
constraints together with a constraint on the outage capacity of
the primary user, which requires the channel side information of
the link between the primary transmitter and primary receiver
to be known. In addition, the work in [13] mainly focused
on the optimal power control strategies that maximize the
ergodic capacity of the secondary user subject to peak/average
transmit power constraints together with an upper bound on the
outage capacity loss of the primary user due to secondary user
transmission. In [14], optimal power allocation schemes that
maximize the achievable rates of an OFDM-based cognitive
radio system were determined.

If secondary users’ data traffic is delay-sensitive such as in
mobile streaming/interactive video and VoIP, a more suitable
performance metric is the outage capacity, which quantifies
the maximum achievable rate at a certain outage probability.
Accordingly, in addition to ergodic capacity, the work in [15]
considered the TIFR scheme to maximize the outage capacity
of the secondary user subject to both peak and average inter-
ference power constraints. Also, the authors in [16] obtained
the optimal power allocation strategies for the ergodic capacity,
delay-limited capacity and the outage capacity of cognitive ra-
dio channels subject to peak/average transmit and peak/average
interference constraints. Recently, the notion of effective capac-
ity has been introduced for identifying the maximum through-
put under statistical quality of service (QoS) constraints in the
form of the limitations on the buffer overflow probability or
delay-violation probability. In this respect, the authors in [17]
conducted an analysis of the effective capacity in cognitive ra-
dio systems and studied the optimal power adaptation methods
under average interference power constraints.

Sharing essentially the key demands of cognitive radios
for improving spectrum utilization, throughput and energy
consumption, device-to-device (D2D) communication has also
been proposed in cellular networks as a new paradigm which
allows direct communication between nearby devices coordi-
nated by the central authority. Indeed, D2D communication can
be conceptually considered as an extension of cognitive radio
models in which the traditional cellular links can be regarded
as primary transmission links and D2D links as secondary
transmission links. In addition, both cognitive radios and D2D
aim at utilizing the radio resources efficiently and successfully
performing interference management. In this regard, the authors
in [18] jointly determined the power allocation and mode
selection schemes (e.g., whether to transmit via the direct D2D
link (D2D mode) or the cellular base station (cellular mode))
to maximize the ratio of the system capacity to total power,
called as the power-efficiency. The work in [19] mainly focused
on the optimization of mode selection, system bandwidth and
power allocation for D2D communications to minimize the
overall transmission power. Also, the authors in [20] studied

the problem of power control and mode selection for D2D
communications in a cognitive cellular network. Moreover, the
authors in [21] studied the statistical properties of the transmit
power and signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) for
D2D communication employing power control.

B. Main Contributions

In all of the aforementioned studies, the implicit assumption
was that the input signal follows a Gaussian distribution, lead-
ing to elegant closed-form expressions for the optimal power
allocation schemes. However, it may not be easy to realize
Gaussian inputs in practice, and correspondingly inputs chosen
from discrete constellations such as pulse amplitude modu-
lation (PAM), quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and
phase shift keying (PSK) are frequently employed in practical
applications. Therefore, if the actual signal input distribution is
not taken into account, considerable performance degradation
may often occur for systems optimized under the Gaussian
input assumption. This consideration motivates the research for
more general power allocation schemes for underlay cognitive
radio systems in which the input is not necessarily Gaussian dis-
tributed. Therefore, in this paper, we identify the optimal power
control policies that maximize the achievable rates of secondary
users with arbitrary input signaling. The main contributions of
this paper can be summarized as follows:

• Exploiting the key relation between the mutual informa-
tion and minimum mean square error (MMSE) [23], we
obtain optimal power adaptation schemes to maximize the
achievable rates of secondary users with arbitrary input
signaling in underlay cognitive radio systems subject to
peak/average transmit power constraints along with peak/
average interference power constraints. Our results are
different from the works in [22] and [24], where only
average transmit power constraint is imposed to obtain
optimal power control policy in a non-cognitive context.
More specifically, beside the transmit power constraint
at the secondary transmitter, we impose constraints on
either peak or average received power at the primary
receiver. Hence, the power has been adapted instanta-
neously according to the channel power gains of both the
transmission link between the secondary transmitter and
the secondary receiver and the interference link between
the secondary transmitter and the primary receiver.

• Low-complexity optimal power control algorithms un-
der peak/average transmit power and peak/average inter-
ference power constraints are proposed. The proposed
algorithms do not impose any restrictions on the input
distribution. Therefore, the proposed algorithms are ap-
plicable to more realistic and practical settings and are not
restricted to the Gaussian input.

• We also conduct a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (or
equivalently low-power) analysis. The recent study in [25]
obtained closed-form first-order ergodic capacity expres-
sions for underlay cognitive radio systems operating in the
low-SNR regime with Gaussian inputs and constraints on
either the transmit power or interference power. Different
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Fig. 1. Underlay cognitive radio system model.

from this work, we first analyze the optimal power con-
trol policies in the low-power regime for arbitrary input
distributions subject to peak/average transmit power and
peak/average interference power constraints and then de-
rive closed-form second-order achievable rate expressions
attained with the resulting optimal power expressions un-
der peak transmit and interference power constraints and
average transmit power constraint. In the latter analysis,
the Nakagami-m fading model is used due to its flexibility
in representing a wider range of fading severities [26].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II intro-
duces the system model. In Section III, optimal power control
policies that maximize the achievable rate of the secondary user
with arbitrary input distributions subject to different combi-
nations of transmit power and interference power constraints
are determined and the optimal power control algorithms are
provided. Subsequently, the low-power analysis is conducted in
Section IV, where approximations to the optimal power con-
trol policies and the corresponding closed-form second-order
achievable rate expressions are obtained. Numerical results are
presented and discussed in Section V. Finally, main conclusions
are drawn in Section VI. Proofs are relegated to the Appendix.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an underlay cognitive radio system in which the
secondary users coexist with the licensed primary users while
satisfying certain interference constraints. The instantaneous
channel power gains of the transmission link between the
secondary transmitter and the secondary receiver and of the
interference link between the secondary transmitter and the pri-
mary receiver are denoted by zs and zsp, respectively as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The secondary transmitter is assumed
to have perfect knowledge of zs and zsp. In particular, the
secondary receiver can estimate zs and then send it back to
the secondary transmitter through an error-free feedback link.
Also, the knowledge of interference channel power gain zsp
can be obtained by several methods: direct channel feedback
from the primary receiver to the secondary transmitter [27],
indirect feedback from a third party such as band manager [28],
or periodic sensing of a pilot symbol sent from the primary
receiver by assuming channel reciprocity [29].

The channel between the secondary transmitter and the sec-
ondary receiver is assumed to be flat-fading. Hence, under these
assumptions, the discrete-time channel input-output relation is
given by

y[i] = hs[i]x[i] + nw[i] + np[i] i = 1, 2, . . . (1)

where i represents the time index, x[i] and y[i] denote the
transmitted and received signals, respectively, nw[i] is a zero-
mean, circularly symmetric, additive complex Gaussian noise
at secondary receiver, i.e., nw ∼ CN (0, σ2

w) and np[i] is the
interference at secondary receiver due to primary user transmis-
sion. It is further assumed that np[i] follows a Gaussian distri-
bution, i.e., nw ∼ CN (0, σ2

p). Thus, nw + np ∼ CN (0, σ2
w +

σ2
p). Without loss of generality, the variance σ2

w + σ2
p is as-

sumed to be 1. Also, {nw[i]} and {np[i]} are assumed to
form an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) sequence.
In the above expression, hs[i] represents the channel fading
coefficient between the secondary transmitter and the secondary
receiver, and hence the channel power gain is zs[i] = |hs[i]|2.

Hereafter, time index i is omitted for brevity of notation. We
express the transmitted signal x as

x =
√

P (zs, zsp)s (2)

where s is a unit-power arbitrarily-distributed input signal
and P (zs, zsp) denotes the instantaneous transmission power,
which is a function of the channel gains zs and zsp. Then,
by also assuming that the channel phase rotations are offset
at the receiver with the knowledge of the phase of the fading
coefficient hs, the received signal in (1) can be rewritten as

y =
√

P (zs, zsp)zss+ w. (3)

Let us define the input-output mutual information I(ρ) as

I(ρ) = I (s;
√
ρs+ w) (4)

where ρ = P (zs, zsp)zs. In the case of Gaussian-distributed
s, I(ρ) = log2(1 + ρ). On the other hand, for any arbitrarily
distributed equiprobable signal s with a constellation X , we
have [22]

I(ρ) = log2 |X | − 1

π|X |

×
∑
s∈X

∫
log2

(∑
s′∈X

e−ρ|s−s′|2−2
√
ρR{(s−s′)∗w}

)
e−|w|2dw (5)

where |X | denotes the size of the constellation X , and the
integration is carried out on the complex plane. The relation
between the mutual information and the minimum mean-square
error (MMSE) is given by [23]

İ(ρ) = MMSE(ρ) log2 e (6)

where İ(·) denotes the first derivative of the mutual informa-
tion, I(ρ), with respect to ρ. The above relation is a key factor
in deriving the power control policy in independent and parallel
channels [22]. The MMSE estimate of s is expressed as

ŝ(y, ρ) = E {s | √ρs+ w} . (7)
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Then, the corresponding MMSE is

MMSE(ρ) = E
{
|s− ŝ(y, ρ)|2

}
. (8)

It should be noted that MMSE(·) ∈ [0, 1]. When the input signal
s is Gaussian, MMSE(ρ) = 1

1+ρ . On the other hand, for any
equiprobable input signal s belonging to the constellation X ,
we have [22]

MMSE(ρ) =1− 1

π|X |

∫ ∣∣∣∑s∈X se2
√
ρR{ys∗}−ρ|s|2

∣∣∣2∑
s∈X e2

√
ρR{ys∗}−ρ|s|2 e−|y|2dy.

(9)

The above MMSE expression can be explicitly determined
for specific constellations such as binary phase-shift keying
(BPSK), quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) in the fol-
lowing [22]:

MMSEBPSK(ρ) = 1−
∫ ∞

−∞
tanh(2

√
ρφ)

e−(φ−√
ρ)2

√
π

dφ, (10)

MMSEQPSK(ρ) =MMSEBPSK
(ρ
2

)
. (11)

In addition, MMSE for 4-pulse amplitude modulation (4-PAM)
is given in (12), shown at the bottom of the page. Exploiting the
MMSE expression of 4-PAM in (12), MMSE for 16-quadrature
amplitude modulation (16-QAM) can easily be found as
follows:

MMSE16-QAM(ρ) = MMSE4-PAM
(ρ
2

)
. (13)

For other constellations, the MMSE expression in (9) and the
mutual information in (5) can easily be computed by first
expressing them as double integrals and then applying the
Gauss-Hermite quadrature rules [30].

III. OPTIMAL POWER CONTROL

In this section, we derive the optimal power control poli-
cies that maximize the achievable rates of the secondary user
with arbitrary input distributions subject to transmit power
and interference power constraints. For a given power control
policy P (zs, zsp), the achievable rate of the secondary user is
expressed as

E {I (P (zs, zsp)zs)}

=

∫
zs>0

∫
zsp>0

I (P (zs, zsp)zs) fzs(zs)fzsp(zsp)dzsdzsp

(14)

where fzs(·) and fzsp(·) denote the probability density func-
tions (PDFs) of the channel gains of the transmission link be-

tween the secondary transmitter and the secondary receiver and
of the interference link between the secondary transmitter and
the primary receiver, respectively. With this characterization,
the optimal power adaptation problem can be formulated as

P ∗(zs, zsp) = argmax
P (zs,zsp)∈P

E {I (P (zs, zsp)zs)} (15)

where P ∗(zs, zsp) denotes the optimal power control strategy
and P is the set of feasible power control schemes with
which the transmit power and interference power constraints
are satisfied. In the following subsections, the optimization
problem in (15) is studied under four scenarios, where different
combinations of peak/average transmit power and peak/average
interference power constraints are imposed.

A. Peak Transmit Power and Peak Interference
Power Constraints

In this case, peak constraints are imposed on the transmission
and interference powers, and hence the optimization problem in
(15) is subject to

P (zs, zsp) ≤Ppk, (16)

P (zs, zsp)zsp ≤Qpk, (17)

where Ppk denotes the peak transmit power limit of the sec-
ondary transmitter due to hardware and battery constraints,
and Qpk represents the peak limit on the received interference
power at the primary receiver, which is imposed to satisfy
short-term QoS requirements of the primary users. The above
constraints can be more concisely expressed as P (zs, zsp) ≤
min

(
Ppk,

Qpk

zsp

)
. Moreover, the objective function in (15) is

strictly concave [22]. Hence, the maximum rate is achieved
when the secondary user transmits at the maximum available
instantaneous power. Therefore, the optimal power control is
given by

P ∗(zsp) = min

(
Ppk,

Qpk

zsp

)
(18)

which can further be written as

P ∗(zsp) =

{
Qpk

zsp
, zsp ≥ Qpk

Ppk

Ppk, zsp <
Qpk

Ppk
.

(19)

It should be noted that P ∗(zsp) becomes independent of the
channel power gain of the transmission link zs and the input
distribution, and depends only on the channel power gain of the
interference link, zsp.

MMSE4-PAM(ρ) = 1−
∫ ∞

−∞

(
e−8ρ/5 sinh

(
6
√

ρ
5φ

)
+ sinh

(
2
√

ρ
5φ

))2
e−8ρ/5 cosh

(
6
√

ρ
5φ

)
+ cosh

(
2
√

ρ
5φ

) e−φ2−ρ/5

10
√
π

dφ (12)
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B. Peak Transmit Power and Average Interference
Power Constraints

In this case, the constraints are given by

P (zs, zsp) ≤Ppk, (20)

E {P (zs, zsp)zsp} ≤Qavg, (21)

where Qavg represents the average received interference power
limit at the primary receiver, which is imposed to satisfy the
long-term QoS requirements of the primary users. In the fol-
lowing result, we identify the optimal power adaptation strategy
for this case.

Theorem 1: The optimal power control policy under the
constraints in (20) and (21) is given by

P ∗(zs, zsp)=min

{
1

zs
MMSE−1

(
min

{
1,

λzsp
log2 e zs

})
, Ppk

}
(22)

where MMSE−1(·) ∈ [0,∞) denotes inverse MMSE function
and λ is the Lagrange multiplier, which can be determined by
satisfying the average interference power constraint in (21) with
equality.

Proof: See Appendix A.
The projected subgradient method is employed to numeri-

cally find the value of λ. In this method, λ is updated iteratively
in the direction of a negative subgradient of the Lagrangian
L(P (zs, zsp) given in (55) in Appendix A until convergence as
follows:

λ(n+1) =
(
λ(n) − t (Qavg − E {P ∗(zs, zsp)zsp})

)+

(23)

where (x)+ = max{0, x}, n is the iteration index and t is the
step size. For a constant t, it was shown that convergence to the
optimal λ value is guaranteed within a small range [31].

From (22), it is observed that the optimal power control
policy depends on the input distribution through the inverse
MMSE function. In real-time systems, MMSE−1(.) can be pre-
computed and stored in memory for the constellation of interest.
Alternatively, by using the fact that MMSE is a monotonically
decreasing function, P ∗(zs, zsp) can be efficiently determined
by first computing the MMSE in (9) for the corresponding
input constellation and then solving for the condition in (59)
in Appendix A with numerical root finding methods, e.g., bi-
section method. The optimal power control algorithm for this
scenario is given in Table I.

The authors in [22] proposed the optimal power allocation
scheme called mercury/waterfilling for parallel channels with
arbitrary input distributions subject to an average power con-
straint in a non-cognitive context. Different from [22], [24],
the proposed optimal power control policy in (22) is a function
of the channel power gains of both transmission and interfer-
ence links, zs and zsp, respectively. Therefore, we call this
power control scheme as two-dimensional truncated mercury/
waterfilling.

Remark 1: When the input signal is Gaussian, we have
MMSE−1(ρ) = 1

ρ − 1. Substituting this expression into (22),

TABLE I
THE OPTIMAL POWER CONTROL ALGORITHM

we can see that the optimal power control policy becomes

P ∗(zs, zsp) = min

{(
log2 e

λzsp
− 1

zs

)+

, Ppk

}
(24)

which is in agreement with the result obtained in [16]. It is
also seen that the above power adaptation is in the form of
truncated waterfilling with water level log2 e

λzsp
, which depends

on the channel power gain of the interference link, zsp.

C. Average Transmit Power and Peak Interference
Power Constraints

In this case, we have the following two constraints for the
optimization problem given in (15):

E {P (zs, zsp)} ≤Pavg, (25)

P (zs, zsp)zsp ≤Qpk, (26)

where Pavg denotes the average transmit power limit at the
secondary transmitter. Under these constraints, the optimal
power control scheme is determined as in the following result.

Theorem 2: The optimal power control policy subject to the
constraints in (25) and (26) is obtained as

P ∗(zs, zsp)=min

{
1

zs
MMSE−1

(
min

{
1,

μ

log2 e zs

})
,
Qpk

zsp

}
(27)

Above, the Lagrange multiplier μ is chosen such that the aver-
age transmit power constraint in (25) is satisfied with equality.

Proof: See Appendix B.
Again, the power control algorithm for this case is detailed

in Table II.
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TABLE II
THE OPTIMAL POWER CONTROL ALGORITHM

TABLE III
THE OPTIMAL POWER CONTROL ALGORITHM

Remark 2: Inserting MMSE−1(ρ) = 1
ρ − 1 into (27), the op-

timal power control policy becomes the truncated waterfilling
scheme for Gaussian inputs as follows

P ∗(zs, zsp) = min

{(
log2 e

μ
− 1

zs

)+

,
Qpk

zsp

}
(28)

which has the same structure as given in [16].

D. Average Transmit Power and Average Interference
Power Constraints

Finally, we consider the case in which the secondary trans-
mitter operates under both average transmit and average inter-
ference power constraints expressed as

E {P (zs, zsp)} ≤Pavg, (29)

E {P (zs, zsp)zsp} ≤Qavg. (30)

The main characterization is as follows with the power control
algorithm provided in Table III:

Theorem 3: The optimal power control policy under the
constraints in (29) and (30) is determined as

P ∗(zs, zsp) =
1

zs
MMSE−1

(
min

{
1,

μ+ λzsp
log2 e zs

})
(31)

where μ and λ are the Lagrange multipliers, which can be
jointly obtained by inserting the above optimal power expres-
sion into the constraints given in (29) and (30).

Proof: See Appendix C.
Remark 3: When the input signal is Gaussian, we have

P ∗(zs, zsp) =

(
log2 e

μ+ λzsp
− 1

zs

)+

(32)

which is again consistent with the power allocation scheme
given in [16].

Overall, our results throughout this section can be regarded
as the generalization of the optimal power control strategies
characterized for only Gaussian inputs to arbitrarily distributed
inputs, including frequently-used finite constellations such as
BPSK, QPSK, and QAM.

IV. LOW-POWER REGIME ANALYSIS

In this section, we characterize the optimal power control
policies that maximize the achievable rates of the secondary
user with arbitrary input distributions in the low-power regime.
We note that operating at low power levels is of interest in
cognitive radio systems due to the facts that less interference is
inflicted on the primary users and energy efficiency of cognitive
secondary users is generally improved in this regime.

Similarly as in the previous section, the proposed optimal
power expressions are derived for general fading distributions.
In special cases, we further provide closed-form approxima-
tions of the maximum achievable rates in the low-power regime.
In determining these expressions, we consider unit-mean
Nakagami-m fading, which is analytically tractable and widely
used to model urban and indoor multipath propagation. By
changing the parameter m ∈ [0.5,∞), the Nakagami-m fading
covers different models describing the statistical behavior of the
radio propagation environment. More specifically, in the case of
m = 0.5, the Nakagami-m distribution specializes to the one-
sided Gaussian distribution, which corresponds to the most se-
vere fading. For m = 1, the Nakagami-m distribution becomes
the Rayleigh fading, which is used to model multipath fading
with no direct line-of-sight (LOS) component. As m goes to
infinity, the Nakagami-m fading channel converges to a non-
fading additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Under
the assumption of the Nakagami-m fading, the channel power
gains of the transmission link, zs, and interference link, zsp,
follow gamma distributions with PDFs given, respectively, as

fzs(zs;ms) =
mms

s zms−1
s

Γ(ms)
e−mszs zs ≥ 0,ms ≥ 0.5,

(33)

fzsp(zsp;msp) =
m

msp
sp z

msp−1
sp

Γ(msp)
e−mspzsp zsp ≥0,msp ≥ 0.5

(34)
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where Γ(.) is the gamma function [32, eq. 6.1.1] and ms

and msp control the severity of the amplitude fading of the
transmission link and the interference link, respectively.

A. Peak Transmit Power and Peak Interference
Power Constraints

The optimal power policy in the low power regime subject to
the constraints in (16) and (17) is the same as in (18). Next, we
find a closed-form expression for the maximum achievable rate
of the secondary user attained with the optimal power control
policy in (18).

We first express the mutual information achieved with arbi-
trary input distributions in the low-power regime as follows:

I(ρ) = İ(0)ρ log2 e +
Ï(0)
2

ρ2 log2 e + o(ρ2) (35)

where ρ = P (zs, zsp)zs and İ(0) = 1 [22]. Substituting the
optimal power control policy in (18) into the above mutual
information expression and taking the expectation with respect
to fading, the maximum achievable rate can be found as in (36),
shown at the bottom of the page.

Evaluating the integrals in (36) gives the closed-form expres-
sion for the maximum achievable rate in (37), shown at the
bottom of the page, where Γ(a, b) is the incomplete gamma
function [32, eq. 6.5.3].

In addition, if the power allocation problem is only con-
strained by peak transmit power constraint Ppk, the achievable

rate can be computed in (38), shown at the bottom of the page.
Evaluating the integral in (38) yields the closed-form achiev-
able rate expression under only Ppk constraint in the following:

Ropt(Ppk)=

(
Ppk

Γ(ms+1)

Γ(ms)ms
+Ï(0)

P 2
pk

2

Γ(ms+2)

Γ(ms)m2
s

)
log2 e.

(39)

Moreover, if the power allocation problem is only constrained
by peak interference power constraint Qpk, the achievable rate
can be expressed in (40), shown at the bottom of the page. By
performing the integration in (40), a closed-form achievable
rate expression subject to only Qpk constraint can be found as

Ropt(Qpk)=Qpk

(
msp

ms

)
Γ(ms +1)Γ(msp−1)

Γ(msp)Γ(ms)
log2 e

+
Q2

pk

2
Ï(0)

(
msp

ms

)2
Γ(ms+2)Γ(msp−2)

Γ(msp)Γ(ms)
log2 e.

(41)

B. Peak Transmit Power and Average Interference
Power Constraints

In this case, by using the low-power expansion of MMSE
in terms of the first and second derivatives of the mutual
information, we can simplify the optimal power control policy
in the low power regime as in the following result.

Theorem 4: The optimal power control policy that maxi-
mizes the achievable rate of the secondary user in the low-power

Ropt(Ppk, Qpk) =

∫ Qpk
Ppk

0

∫ ∞

0

(
Ppkzs +

Ï(0)P 2
pkz

2
s

2

)
log2 e fzs(zs)fzsp(zsp)dzsdzsp

+

∫ ∞

Qpk
Ppk

∫ ∞

0

(
Qpkzs
zsp

+
Ï(0)Q2

pk

2

z2s
z2sp

)
log2 e fzs(zs)fzsp(zsp)dzsdzsp (36)

Ropt(Ppk, Qpk) =

(
Ppk

Γ(ms + 1)

Γ(ms)ms
+ Ï(0)

P 2
pk

2

Γ(ms + 2)

Γ(ms)m2
s

)⎛
⎝1−

Γ
(
msp,

mspQpk

Ppk

)
Γ(msp)

⎞
⎠ log2 e +Qpk

msp

ms

Γ(ms + 1)

Γ(ms)

×
Γ
(
msp − 1,

mspQpk

Ppk

)
Γ(msp)

log2 e + Ï(0)
Q2

pk

2

(
msp

ms

)2
Γ(ms + 2)

Γ(ms)

Γ
(
msp − 2,

mspQpk

Ppk

)
Γ(msp)

log2 e for msp > 2 (37)

Ropt(Ppk) =

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

(
Ppkzs +

Ï(0)P 2
pkz

2
s

2

)
log2 efzs(zs)fzsp(zsp)dzsdzsp (38)

Ropt(Qpk) =

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

(
Qpkzs
zsp

+
Ï(0)Q2

pk

2

z2s
z2sp

)
log2 efzs(zs)fzsp(zsp)dzsdzsp (40)
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regime, i.e., as Ppk → 0 and Qavg → 0, with arbitrary input
distributions belonging to discrete constellations under the con-
straints in (20) and (21) can be approximated as

P ∗(zs, zsp) = min

⎧⎨
⎩
⎛
⎝ λzsp

log2 e − zs

Ï(0)z2s

⎞
⎠

+

, Ppk

⎫⎬
⎭ (42)

where Ï(0) denotes the second derivative of mutual information
evaluated at SNR = 0 and λ is the Lagrange multiplier associ-
ated with the average interference power constraint in (21).

Proof: See Appendix D.
We immediately see that the resulting optimal power control

policy in (42) is simpler and depends on the input distribu-
tion through Ï(0) rather than MMSE−1(·). In particular, for
quadrature symmetric constellations such as QPSK, 8-PSK or
16-QAM, we have Ï(0) = −1 while real valued constellations
such as BPSK and m-PAM have Ï(0) = −2 [22]. It should also
be noted that we can obtain the low power behavior of MMSE
for the Gaussian input by setting Ï(0) = −1 in (72). Hence,
inserting Ï(0) = −1 in (42), the optimal power expressions for
Gaussian input can readily be obtained.

C. Average Transmit Power and Peak Interference
Power Constraints

Similarly as in the previous subsection, we first identify the
optimal power adaptation strategy in the low-power regime.

Theorem 5: In the low-power regime, the optimal power con-
trol policy subject to the constraints in (25) and (26) is approx-
imated by

P ∗(zs, zsp) = min

{( μ
log2 e − zs

Ï(0)z2s

)+

,
Qpk

zsp

}
. (43)

Since similar procedures as in the proof of Theorem 4 are em-
ployed, the proof is omitted. Inserting the above optimal power
policy into (35) and taking the expectation with respect to chan-
nel power gains zs and zsp do not yield a closed-form maximum
achievable rate expression. Hence, we provide closed-form
expressions under only an average transmit power constraint.

If only an average power constraint is imposed (or if the
interference constraint is loose), the optimal power control has
the same formulation as in (43) with Qpk

zsp
eliminated. Hence, in

this setting, the maximum achievable rate can be found as

Ropt(Pavg)=

∫ ∞

μ
log2 e

1

2Ï(0)

((
μ

log2 e zs

)2

−1
)
log2 efzs(zs)dzs

(44)

and the above integration yields the following closed-form
maximum achievable rate expression:

Ropt(Pavg) =
μ2m2

s

2Ï(0) log2 e

⎛
⎝Γ

(
ms − 2, msμ

log2 e

)
Γ(ms)

⎞
⎠

− log2 e

2Ï(0)

⎛
⎝Γ

(
ms,

msμ
log2 e

)
Γ(ms)

⎞
⎠ . (45)

If the average transmit power constraint in (25) is satisfied with
strict inequality, then μ is zero. Otherwise, μ is determined by
satisfying the constraint in (25) with equality or equivalently by
solving

μm2
s

Ï(0) log2 e

⎛
⎝Γ

(
ms − 2, msμ

log2 e

)
Γ(ms)

⎞
⎠

− ms

Ï(0)

⎛
⎝Γ

(
ms − 1, msμ

log2 e

)
Γ(ms)

⎞
⎠ = Pavg. (46)

It should be noted that the expressions in (45) and (46) are
in terms of the incomplete gamma function, which can easily
be computed via numerical tools. To obtain further simplified
achievable rate expressions free of the Lagrange multiplier
μ, we further approximate and simplify the formulations in
(45) and (46) at asymptotically low power levels by using the
fact that

lim
Pavg→0

μ(Pavg) = ∞ (47)

which can be shown by following the approach below. Let us
first define the function H(x) for x ∈ (0,∞) as follows:

H(x) = E

[
1

zs
MMSE−1

(
min

{
1,

x

log2 e zs

})]
(48)

which is continuous, takes nonnegative values by definition,
and strictly monotonically decreasing since it is the inverse
of the MMSE function, which is also strictly monotonically
decreasing in its argument. Hence, the function H(x) is in-
vertible by construction. The Lagrange multiplier μ(Pavg) is
a function of Pavg and can be found by setting H(μ(Pavg)) =
Pavg. Taking the limits of both sides as Pavg goes to zero and
using the above-mentioned properties of the function H(x), the
relation in (47) is obtained.

Consequently, we perform series expansion for expressions
in (45) and (46) as μ(Pavg) → ∞ as follows:

Ropt(Pavg) =
2−msμμms

2Ï(0)Γ(ms)

(
−2mms−2

s log(2)ms−3

μ2
+o

(
1

μ

)3)

(49)

Pavg =
2−msμμms

Ï(0)Γ(ms)

(
−mms−2

s log(2)ms−3

μ3
+o

(
1

μ

)4)
.

(50)

By combining the above expressions, we can rewrite Ropt(Pavg)
in terms of Pavg as

Ropt(Pavg) = Pavgμ(Pavg). (51)

By solving the expression in (50), μ(Pavg) can be found as

μ(Pavg) =
3−ms

ms log(2)
W−1

(
β

(
1

Pavg

) 1
3−ms

)
(52)
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Fig. 2. Instantaneous power level vs. channel power gains zs and zsp under peak transmit and average interference power constraints. Ppk = 10 dB and
Qavg = 6 dB. Left and right subfigures are for the Gaussian and BPSK inputs, respectively.

where ms > 3, β = 1
3−ms

(
ms

−Ï(0)Γ(ms)

) 1
3−ms , which depends

on the input distribution through Ï(0), and W−1(.) represents
the lower branch of the Lambert function [36]. Hence, inserting
μ(Pavg) in (52) into (51) gives

Ropt(Pavg) =
3−ms

ms log(2)
PavgW−1

(
β

(
1

Pavg

) 1
3−ms

)
.

(53)

By substituting Ï(0) = −1 into the above rate expression, the
result can readily be specialized to the Gaussian input, which is
obtained in [37], where the unit of the achievable rate is chosen
as nats per channel use.

D. Average Transmit Power and Average Interference
Power Constraints

Finally, we address the case in which average constraints
are imposed on the transmission and interference powers, and
obtain the following result on the low-power approximation of
the optimal power control strategy. Again the proof is omitted
for brevity.

Theorem 6: In the low-power regime, the optimal power
control policy subject to the constraints in (29) and (30) is
approximated by

P ∗(zs, zsp) =

⎛
⎝ μ+λzsp

log2 e − zs

Ï(0)z2s

⎞
⎠

+

, (54)

where μ and λ are the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to
the constraints given in (29) and (30), respectively.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we first provide numerical results to identify
the impact of transmit power and interference power con-
straints, input distributions, and fading severity on the achiev-

able rates attained with optimal power control. Subsequently,
we analyze the optimal power control in the low-power regime.
In the optimization algorithm, unless mentioned explicitly, we
set ε = 0.00001, δ = 0.0001, t = 0.01 in the iterations. In the
numerical results, we consider Nakagami-m fading.

A. Optimal Power Control

In Fig. 2, we plot the instantaneous power levels as a function
of the channel power gains of the transmission link zs and
of the interference link zsp, respectively, for the Gaussian
signal (left subfigure) and BPSK signal (right subfigure). Peak
transmit power and average interference power constraints are
imposed with Ppk = 10 dB and Qavg = 6 dB. When the input is
Gaussian, it is seen that more power is assigned to the stronger
channel (i.e., higher values of zs) opportunistically while the
power level generally diminishes as the fading power of the
interference link, zsp, increases. In contrast to the power adapta-
tion scheme for the Gaussian input, it is observed that instanta-
neous power for BPSK signal first increases and then decreases
with the channel power gain of the transmission link, zs. In
other words, when the channel gain is higher than a threshold,
the transmission power is lowered with increasing channel gain.
This is due to the fact that increasing the power beyond a certain
level is not very beneficial because BPSK mutual information is
upper bounded by 2 bits/symbol and gets saturated eventually.
Hence, the strategy of performing channel inversion at very
high channel gains and allocating more power to the weaker
channel conditions turns out to be the optimal one. Note that
this strategy has implications on interference management,
highlighting the importance of addressing power control for
practical input distributions in cognitive radio settings.

In Fig. 3, we plot the maximum achievable rates in bits per
channel use as a function of the peak transmit power constraint
Ppk for Gaussian, BPSK and QPSK inputs and for different
values of ms and msp (i.e., different fading severity) in the
transmission and interference links. In this figure, we consider
that a peak interference constraint is also imposed and Qpk is
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Fig. 3. Maximum achievable rate vs. peak transmit power constraint, Ppk,
for BPSK, QPSK, and Gaussian inputs under different fading severity.
Qpk = −1 dB.

chosen as −1 dB. It is seen that as Ppk increases, maximum
achievable rates initially increase and then stay constant for
all inputs because the transmission power is eventually limited
by the interference power constraint, Qpk. It is observed that
Gaussian inputs always achieve higher rates compared to QPSK
and BPSK inputs in the high power regime while the perfor-
mances of Gaussian, QPSK and BPSK inputs approach each
other in the low power regime. Another observation is that if the
transmission link experiences less severe fading or the fading in
the interference link is more severe, the achievable rates become
higher. We also note that as the fading in the interference link
becomes more severe, the increase in the maximum achievable
rate of Gaussian inputs is higher than the increase in the
maximum achievable rates of QPSK and BPSK inputs.

In Fig. 4, we again display the maximum achievable rates as
a function of the peak transmit power limit, Ppk for Gaussian,
BPSK and QPSK inputs. It is assumed that Qpk = −1 dB. In
this figure, we consider two cases regarding the availability
of the channel side information (CSI). When the CSI of the
interference link zsp is available at the transmitter, optimal
transmission power is given in (19). On the other hand, in
the lack of the knowledge of zsp, it is assumed that the in-
terference outage constraint Pr(Pzsp > Qpk) ≤ ε is imposed,
i.e., the probability that the received power exceeds the peak
interference level is limited by ε. Hence, under this setting,

the transmit power is given by P = min

{
Ppk,

Qpk

F−1
zsp (1−ε)

}
where F−1

zsp
denotes the inverse cumulative distribution function

(CDF) of zsp. It is assumed that ε = 0.1. It is seen that small
gains are possible at low values of Ppk in the absence of the CSI
of the interference link. This is due to allowing the violation of
the peak interference level with some small probability. Note
that violations are not tolerated when zsp is perfectly known.
The possible gains diminish if stricter outage constraints are
imposed. On the other hand, when Ppk is relatively large, we
notice that having CSI and adapting the power level benefits

Fig. 4. Maximum achievable rate vs. peak transmit power constraint, Ppk, for
BPSK, QPSK, and Gaussian inputs with or without the CSI of the interference
link. Qpk = −1 dB.

the secondary users. This is also beneficial to the primary users
as their interference constraints are satisfied all the time. In the
figure, it is also interesting to note that the throughput gains due
to the availability of CSI of interference link zsp is the highest
for the Gaussian input, and throughput gain increases as the
modulation size increases.

In Fig. 5, we plot the maximum achievable rates as a func-
tion of the average interference power constraint, Qavg for
Gaussian, 16-QAM, QPSK and BPSK inputs. In the left sub-
figure, peak transmit power constraint is not imposed whereas
Ppk is set to 6 dB in the right subfigure. It is assumed
that ms = msp = 1. We both consider the achievable rates of
non-Gaussian inputs (i.e.,16-QAM, QPSK and BPSK inputs)
achieved with optimal power control assuming Gaussian input
signaling and with the proposed power control considering the
non-Gaussian signaling. When there is no peak transmit power
constraint, maximum achievable rate with Gaussian input in-
creases as Qavg increases while maximum achievable rates of
16-QAM, QPSK and BPSK inputs increase first and then satu-
rate at 4, 2 and 1 bit per channel use, respectively, due to being
finite constellations. When the peak transmit power constraint is
imposed, maximum achievable rates for all inputs increase ini-
tially with increasing Qavg and then start saturating due to the
presence of Ppk as seen in the right subfigure. It is also observed
that the achievable rates of 16-QAM, QPSK and BPSK inputs
obtained with the power control assuming Gaussian input sig-
naling are lower than that obtained under the proposed optimal
power control considering non-Gaussian signaling since the
power control under the assumption of Gaussian input signaling
is suboptimal for these non-Gaussian inputs. Therefore, it is
concluded that if the actual signal input distribution is not taken
into account, considerable performance loss occurs for systems
optimized under the Gaussian input assumption.

In Fig. 6, we plot the maximum achievable rates as a function
of the average transmit power constraint, Pavg for Gaussian,
QPSK and BPSK inputs under either peak interference power
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Fig. 5. Maximum achievable rate vs. average interference power constraint, Qavg , for BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM and Gaussian inputs. While only an average
interference power constraint is considered in the left subfigure, an additional peak transmit constraint with Ppk = 6 dB is imposed in the right subfigure.

Fig. 6. Maximum achievable rate vs. average transmit power constraint, Pavg,
for BPSK, QPSK, and Gaussian inputs under either average or peak interference
constraints, and constant power scheme.

constraint Qpk or average interference power constraint, Qavg.
It is assumed that Qpk = Qavg = 6 dB. To highlight the gains
achieved with power control, we also plot the rates attained
with constant power transmissions when Qavg is imposed.
Expectedly, higher achievable rates are observed under average
interference constraints compared to that attained under peak
interference constraints for all inputs since power adaptation
under average interference power constraints is more flexi-
ble than that under peak interference power constraints. It is
observed that the highest rate is achieved with the Gaussian
input and there is substantial throughput difference between
Gaussian input and BPSK, QPSK inputs. Hence if the system
performance is predicted under the assumption of Gaussian
input and the inputs are chosen from discrete constellations in
actual applications, it is seen that there would be considerable

Fig. 7. Maximum achievable rate vs. peak transmit power constraint, Ppk.
Qpk = −20 dB.

performance loss in terms of achievable rates. It is also observed
that optimal power control policy always outperforms constant
power scheme for all inputs, but the highest throughput gain is
achieved with Gaussian input.

B. Low-Power Analysis

Fig. 7 shows the maximum achievable rates vs. peak transmit
power constraint, Ppk for Gaussian, BPSK and QPSK inputs. It
is assumed that ms = 1,msp = 3. In this figure, a low-power
scenario is considered. As before, it is again observed that the
maximum achievable rates increase with increasing Ppk and
then become limited by peak interference power constraint,
Qpk. It is seen that low-power approximation in (37) matches
well with the exact rates, confirming the accuracy of the ap-
proximation at low power levels. It is also seen that Gaussian
and QPSK inputs exhibit nearly the same performance in the
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Fig. 8. Maximum achievable rate vs. peak interference power constraint, Qpk.

Fig. 9. Maximum achievable rate vs. average interference power constraint,
Qavg . Ppk = −20 dB.

low power regime. Therefore, QPSK input can be efficiently
used in practical systems rather than the Gaussian input which
is difficult to implement.

In Fig. 8, we display the maximum achievable rates vs. peak
interference power constraint, Qpk for Gaussian, BPSK and
QPSK inputs in the low-power regime. It is again assumed
that ms = 1, msp = 3. The maximum achievable rates increase
with increasing Qpk for all inputs. The gap between the closed-
form maximum achievable rate expression in (41) and the exact
maximum achievable rate evaluated by inserting the corre-
sponding optimal transmission power into (5) is relatively small
in the low-power regime.

Fig. 9 depicts the maximum achievable rates as a function
of average interference power constraint, Qavg for Gaussian,
BPSK and QPSK inputs. Again, a low-power scenario is ad-
dressed. We consider peak constraint on the transmit power,
i.e., Ppk = −20 dB. It is assumed that ms = msp = 1. As
Qavg increases, the maximum achievable rates increase and get

Fig. 10. Maximum achievable rate vs. average transmit power constraint,Pavg .

Fig. 11. Maximum achievable rate vs. average interference power constraint,
Qavg . Pavg = −20 dB.

saturated for all inputs due to limitations on the peak transmit
power, Ppk. It is seen that the low-power approximation (42)
of the optimal power control leads to similar performance in
terms of the achievable rates compared with the optimal power
control scheme, demonstrating the accuracy of (42).

In Fig. 10, we illustrate the maximum achievable rates vs.
average transmit power constraint, Pavg for Gaussian, BPSK
and QPSK inputs. We consider that ms = 4, msp = 1. As Pavg

increases, maximum achievable rates increase. It is seen that
for low power values, the closed-form maximum achievable
rate expression in (53) matches well with the exact maxi-
mum achievable rate achieved with the corresponding optimal
transmission power in (43) without a constraint on the peak
interference power. This is in agreement with our analysis in
Section IV-C.

In Fig. 11, we display the maximum achievable rates vs. av-
erage interference power constraint, Qavg for Gaussian, BPSK
and QPSK inputs under optimal power control and constant
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power schemes. We set ms = msp to 1 and Pavg = −20 dB.
The maximum achievable rates increase with increasing Qavg

and then capped due to the presence of Pavg. It is seen that sub-
stantially higher rates are achieved with optimal power control
policy compared to constant power scheme. It is observed from
the figure that QPSK and Gaussian inputs show nearly the same
throughput gain whereas BPSK has the smallest throughput
gain when the optimal power control is applied.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have obtained the optimal power control
policies for underlay cognitive radio systems with arbitrary in-
put signaling subject to peak/average transmit power and peak/
average interference power constraints for general fading distri-
butions. We have also provided low-complexity power control
algorithms. In addition, we have analyzed the optimal power
control policy in the low-power regime. Closed-form maximum
achievable rate expressions are derived under peak transmit
power, peak interference power and average transmit power
constraints. Numerical results reveal that Gaussian input ex-
pectedly results in higher achievable rates at high power levels
while Gaussian inputs and QPSK provide nearly the same per-
formance in the low-power regime. Therefore, QPSK input can
be efficiently used in practical systems rather than the Gaussian
input which is not easy to realize. It is also shown that there
can be considerable performance degradation if the system is
designed under the assumption of Gaussian input and the inputs
are chosen from discrete constellations at moderate and high
power levels. Moreover, we have observed that power con-
trol provides significant improvements in performance when
compared with that achieved with constant power transmis-
sions. Finally, we have demonstrated that simpler low-power
approximations of the power control strategies and achievable
rates provide very accurate results when compared to exact
expressions.

APPENDIX

A. Proof of Theorem 1

The objective function in (15) is strictly concave since it
follows from the relation in (6) that the first derivative of the
mutual information is MMSE, which is a strictly decreasing
function [22]. Also, the optimization problem is subject to
affine inequality constraints given in (20) and (21). Hence,
the optimal power can be obtained by using the Lagrangian
optimization approach as follows:

L (P (zs, zsp), λ) =E {I (P (zs, zsp)zs)}
+ λ (Qavg − E {P (zs, zsp)zsp}) (55)

=E {I (P (zs, zsp)zs)− λP (zs, zsp)zsp}
+ λQavg. (56)

Above, λ denotes the nonnegative Lagrange multiplier. The
Lagrange dual problem is defined as

min
λ≥0

max
0≤P (zs,zsp)≤Ppk

L (P (zs, zsp), λ) . (57)

For a fixed λ and each fading state, the subproblem is expressed,
by applying the Lagrange dual decomposition method [34], as

max
0≤P (zs,zsp)≤Ppk

I (P (zs, zsp) zs)− λP (zs, zsp)zsp. (58)

According to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, the
optimal power control P ∗(zs, zsp) must satisfy the following:

g (P (zs, zsp)) = MMSE (P (zs, zsp)zs) zs log2 e− λzsp = 0,
(59)

λ (E {P (zs, zsp)zsp} −Qavg) = 0, (60)

λ ≥ 0, (61)

E {P (zs, zsp)zsp} −Qavg ≤ 0. (62)

In (59), we have used the relation between the mutual informa-
tion and MMSE given in (6). It is observed from the constraint
in (20), and the conditions in (60)–(62) that if E{zsp} ≤ Qavg

Ppk
,

then the average interference power constraint in (21) is loose.
Therefore, λ = 0 and P ∗(zsp, zs) = Ppk. If E{zsp} >

Qavg

Ppk
,

then λ > 0. Hence, by solving (59), the optimal transmit power
can be obtained as

P ∗(zsp, zs) =
1

zs
MMSE−1

(
λzsp

log2 e zs

)
. (63)

Incorporating the nonnegativity of the transmit power, noting
that MMSE−1(1) = 0, and combining (63) with (20) yield the
desired result in (22). �

B. Proof of Theorem 2

It is easy to show that the optimization problem is a concave
maximization problem. Hence, following the same approach
adopted in the proof of Theorem 1, the original problem reduces
to solving a series of subproblems one for each fading state as
follows:

max
0≤P (zs,zsp)≤

Qpk
zsp

I (P (zs, zsp)zs)− μP (zs, zsp). (64)

Applying the KKT conditions leads to the following set of
equations and inequalities:

h (P (zs, zsp)) = MMSE (P (zs, zsp)zs) zs log2 e− μ = 0,
(65)

μ (E {P (zs, zsp)} − Pavg) = 0, (66)

μ ≥ 0, (67)

E {P (zs, zsp)} − Pavg ≤ 0 (68)

It is observed from the constraint in (26), and the conditions
in (66)–(68) that if E{Qpk

zsp
} ≤ Ppk, then the average power

constraint in (25) is loose. Therefore, μ = 0 and P ∗(zsp, zs) =
Qpk

zsp
. If E{Qpk

zsp
} > Ppk, then μ > 0. Hence, the optimal trans-

mit power can be obtained as follows by solving (65):

P ∗(zsp, zs) =
1

zs
MMSE−1

(
μ

log2 e zs

)
. (69)
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Hence, we can obtain the closed-form optimal power policy in
(27) by combining (69), (26) and the nonnegativity of the trans-
mit power. �

C. Proof of Theorem 3

The Lagrangian is expressed as

L (P (zs, zsp), λ, μ)

= E {I (P (zs, zsp)zs)} − μ (E {P (zs, zsp)} − Pavg)

− λ (E{P (zs, zsp)zsp} −Qavg) . (70)

Applying the KKT conditions results in the following equation,
we have

η (P (zs, zsp))=MMSE (P (zs, zsp)zs) zs log2 e−μ−λzsp=0.
(71)

Solving the above equation gives the desired result in (31).

D. Proof of Theorem 4

In the low power regime, MMSE behaves as [22]

MMSE(ρ) = İ(0) + Ï(0)ρ+ o(ρ2) (72)

where İ(0) = 1 [22]. Incorporating the above second-order
approximation into (59), we obtain(

1 + Ï(0)P (zs, zsp)zs

)
zs log2 e− λzsp = 0. (73)

Solving the above equation, and then combining the corre-
sponding result with the peak transmit power constraint in (20)
and the nonnegativity of the transmission power provides the
optimal power policy in (42). �
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